


 The water-and wind power can be used for producing electricity. 
The solar and geothermal energy are mainly used for heating buildings. 
These sources of energy do not cause any pollution, so they are an excellent solution for covering the energy needs of 
mankind for a long time. 



Geothermal energy is thermal energy generated and stored within the Earth. 
The geothermal energy is unlimited. Its extraction is relatively inexpensive and it does not pollute the air . 
This energy can be used for producing electricity, for heating buildings or greenhouses. 



Conscious shopping means that you have to decide beforehand what to buy. Buy local products and 
always use recycle bags. Buy fresh food and try to choose the best products. 



With composting we can reduce the amount of the trash of the household, and at the same time we improve the soil 
quality. This way we could usefully throw away our herbal waste to the recycle of the nature 
During the composting we don’t have to buy any artificials for the garden, and we don’t have to pay for  carrying of the 
green garbage 

To reduce the offal mountains is all of our responsibility.We can reduce the waste by selective waste collection. 



Our video is about killing protected animals. People hunt rhinoceros for its horn, tigers and big mammals 
for their tusks, whales for food. Stop killing protected animals. Punish the poaches for their crime.  
Save  all animals! 



A non-renewable resource  is a resource that doesn't renew itself .  Examples are coal, oil, natural gas, and 
uranium . Non-renewable sources pollute the environment. 
Renewable energy is the one that comes from resources which are naturally replenished such as sunlight, 
wind, rain and geothermal heat.  



After the cars appeared, it developed steadily. The cars became more aerodynamic ,  
and so these don't pollute environment so much.  
Nowadays people develop a lot of environmentally-friendly technologies for example:  
biofuels, electric cars hybrid propulsion and so on.  
This helps for the environment, but these don't solve everything. 



It is very important to protect animals and plants otherwise they are going to extinct.. 



We need to protect our waters. Factories and human activities can pollute the nature. It is very important to save not only 
the waters but the animals living in it. Many sharks are murdered and fewer corals are in our waters. 



We don’t use vehicles preferably we select the public transport or the walking or ride a bike.  
If we think we need the vehicles then instead of petrol we use biofuel. 



The greenhouse effect is a process by which thermal radiation from a planetary surface is absorbed by atmospheric 
greenhouse gases, and is re-radiated in all directions. Since part of this re-radiation is back towards the surface and the 
lower atmosphere, it results in an elevation of the average surface temperature above what it would be in the absence of 
the gases.  



Polluting the air might influence other aspects of the nature and our life. The ozone layer is getting thinner and thinner. 
Unfortunately many respiratory  diseases can evolve. 



With recycled paper we save a lot of water and electricity. From the recycled plastic they do half done products and 
packages They melt the glass and they make brand new products of it. They melt the metal and they return it to the 
manufacturing for recycle it for new products 
With recycling we could save lots of raw material. 
THE BEST WASTE THAT DOESN’T WASTE!  



We have to pay more attention on collecting rubbish selectively. Don’t throw the litter away!  It might cause diseases and 
our sources might dry out. Prevention is more inportant. 



Forestation.  The problem is that  forests are destroyed. This causes can be economic difficulties, subsistence constraint, 
urbanization, population growth. The  consequences: soil erosion, global warming is an increase, air pollution, plant and 
animal extinction, conversion of natural vegetation. 
 How can we prevent and treat this?  We should increase forested areas, we should make woodland  in the cities.  It is 
very important that  we should warn the growing generation these problems.  




